INTRODUCTION
============

The bacterium *Escherichia coli* K-12 is the most thoroughly studied free-living organism and the completion of the genome sequence of strain MG1655 in 1997 was a landmark event in the study of this model organism ([@gki028c1]). Our understanding of this species has been boosted by the genome sequences of the pathogenic strains *E.coli* O157:H7 ([@gki028c2],[@gki028c3]) and *E.coli* CFT073 ([@gki028c4]). The genome sequence has provided the opportunity of being able to identify all the potential components of the cell, and the annotation of *E.coli* K-12 strain MG1655 has recently been updated with some sequence and resulting gene annotation changes. One striking fact remains 7 years after the sequence was finished: the physiological functions of nearly 35% of its gene products are unknown, while almost 20% of the genome contains genes for which we cannot make a confident prediction of function (functionally unknown or FUN genes) ([@gki028c5]--[@gki028c7]).

Data is continuously being generated about FUN genes using many traditional and post-genomic research techniques, including proteomics, biochemical studies, microarrays, structural and bioinformatics approaches. At present, tracing all the published data on a particular FUN gene is difficult and time consuming and there is a need to collate and organize such data into a manageable and efficient database system. Integration of a wide range of information about a particular FUN gene can work synergistically to help in prediction of its function.

We describe herein the creation of *Echo*BASE, a new database that integrates information from post-genomic experiments into a single resource. For basic curation of gene product information, the database relies on features from other selected *E.coli* databases, its novelty being the linkage of curated experimental data to individual genes and ability to manipulate data from genome-wide experiments. While we aim to predict biological functions for uncharacterized gene products, there are existing lists of biochemical activities that have been identified in *E.coli* but not mapped to a gene product, so-called 'orphan enzymes'. To complete our knowledge of metabolic pathways in *E.coli*, it is essential to identify the genes that encode these 'orphan' enzymes and we describe our curation and analysis of 'orphan' enzymes in *E.coli* as a component of *Echo*BASE.

*Echo*BASE is the major evolution of a simple HTML catalogue of functional updates of uncharacterized gene products that was begun in 1998 ([@gki028c7]), and is a component of the *E.coli* index WWW site (<http://ecoli.bham.ac.uk/>) ([@gki028c8]).

DESCRIPTION OF *Echo*BASE
=========================

*Echo*BASE is a relational database that was designed and implemented using the MySQL database management system and Macromedia ColdFusion MX server technology. The original version was launched in January 2004 and this paper describes version 1.2, released on September 1. Although the database focuses on holding data from post-genomic experiments, it also provides a basic annotation of the *E.coli* K-12 genome. This annotation was based on EcoGene 16, which we considered the most accurate annotation in 2003 ([@gki028c9]). However, in version 1.2, we have added a number of changes to the sequence as a result of additional sequence data presented in version m56 of the GenBank entry U00096, the first movement towards a single united annotation of the MG1655 genome sequence which will be held in the ASAP database ([@gki028c10]).

Each gene record contains a functional description of the product, the location and direction of the gene on the chromosome and predictions of the properties of the gene product (Figure [1](#gki028f1){ref-type="fig"}). The nucleotide and amino acid sequences are also held in the database. A simple graphical genome navigation tool has been incorporated into the gene page in version 1.2, which shows information relating to relative gene size, chromosomal position and uses a colour coding scheme that reflects the type of features being illustrated, e.g protein-coding sequence, rRNA, sRNA. For additional information on gene products, *Echo*BASE links out to a suite of other databases that provide a variety of complementary data. For existing literature we link to EcoGene ([@gki028c9]), for information on transcription units and metabolic pathways we link to EcoCyc ([@gki028c11]), for data on protein modules and families we link to GenProtEC ([@gki028c12]) and for comparative genomics tools we link to *coli*BASE ([@gki028c13]).

We have added some novel in-house whole-genome annotation, the most useful being a genome-wide survey of predicted subcellular location, the *Echo*LOCATION feature. The subcellular location of a protein can often provide insight into its functional role in the cell, and we have combined and manually processed data from SignalP v. 2.0 ([@gki028c14]), LipoP v. 1.0 ([@gki028c15]), TMHMM v. 2.0 ([@gki028c16]) and HMMTOP ([@gki028c17]) to make a prediction for each gene product.

CURATION OF EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION
====================================

The focus of *Echo*BASE is on the integration of post-genomic data to provide greater insight into the potential functions of the many FUN genes. Currently, data is manually curated from published experimental research and sorted into one of the following 'types' of experiments: proteomics; microarray; transcript level; genetics; biochemistry; bioinformatics, protein--protein interactions and structure. Each of these experiment types have been created to hold a wide range of different data types that are commonly determined in each of the different experiment types. The bioinformatics experiment type is the most generic schema due to the large variety of data types that could be usefully included in the database. After an experiment is sorted into an experiment type, it is then handled differently depending on whether it is a 'single or few gene experiment' which provides data for up to 15 different gene products, or a 'genome-wide' experiment. Data from the former type are usually manually curated into the database like the previous catalogue version ([@gki028c7]), and data from the latter are parsed from data sets either provided directly within the publication, from supplementary information available from the publisher\'s WWW site, or from direct contact with the authors.

SEARCHING AND MANIPULATING EXPERIMENTAL DATA IN *Echo*BASE
==========================================================

The data held within *Echo*BASE can be navigated either by browsing/searching different experiment types or by searching for a particular gene. Browsing different experiment types returns a summary list of all experiments of a particular type, e.g. proteomics, from which one can be selected to view our full annotation of the paper. As well as a textual description of the paper and the methods used, the data presented in the manuscript can be displayed in a number of ways. For example, for a proteomics experiment, the data can be sorted by different molecular properties, such as pI observed or relative abundance. This allows the user new ways to look at published results to enable faster sorting and extraction of data useful to them. Once an interesting piece of data has been spotted for a gene of interest, the data relating to this particular gene and experiment can then be viewed in full.

An alternative route into the database is through a particular researcher. All experimental annotations are linked to individual principle investigators and the data can be browsed to see which experiments from a particular group are contained within the database. Currently, there are over 400 research groups in the database, which has been built from a list previously compiled in the *E.coli* index ([@gki028c8]).

In version 1.2, we have implemented the 'Complex search' which increases the power of the database by allowing complex questioning of the data set. For example, if a researcher was looking for candidate gene for a periplasmic binding protein involved in transporting an alternative nitrogen source, they could search the data for proteins that were (i) predicted to be periplasmic binding proteins (bioinformatics), (ii) demonstrated to be located in the periplasm (proteomic) and (iii) induced during nitrogen limiting conditions (microarray). This could be combined with searches for proteins of a certain molecular weight range that are encoded by genes located at a certain position on the genome sequence.

ORPHAN ENZYMES
==============

Information on orphan enzymes in *E.coli* has been extracted from three sources, which were initially merged into a single comprehensive list. Data was taken from a list published by Riley and Serres ([@gki028c18]), a list from the EcoCyc database ([@gki028c11]) and a list used to construct an *in silico* metabolic genotype by Edwards and Palsson ([@gki028c19]). This list had 100 different enzyme/protein names that could be considered to be orphan enzymes, and 36 of these were immediately removed as they had actually been linked to genes. To assess the remaining 64 activities, a marking scheme was created (out of 100) that was used to estimate how strong the evidence was to support each orphan enzyme. Details of the scheme can be found in the database, but consider factors like whether the activity had been purified with a known molecular weight and whether the locus linked to the activity had been mapped to a region on the genome. A score was given to 57 of the activities, varying between 3 and 83. Since creating the list in July 2003, 4 orphan enzymes have been mapped to their genes and 3 of these are in the top 7 scoring orphan enzymes in our list, strongly supporting our scoring system. The fourth activity that has been mapped was surprisingly rank order 29, mainly due to the only evidence coming from mapping the locus to a small region on the genome.

Given the likelihood that some of these activities are side reactions of known enzymes and that some probably are not present in MG1655, we estimate that there are around 25 genuine orphan enzymes to be mapped to genes in *E.coli* K-12 MG1655. The list is continuously updated and newly mapped orphan enzymes are highlighted within the list and a link to the appropriate gene is created (Figure [2](#gki028f2){ref-type="fig"}).

ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF *Echo*BASE
=================================

One feature we consider important is data tracking within the database so that all changes can be traced. Therefore most pages in the database contain an 'Annotation history' field. *Echo*BASE will be one of the first databases to have implemented the new sequence and annotation of the *E.coli* genome (version m56), a significant sequence and annotation change released in 2004. All the sequence changes that alter coding regions, which number over 150, can be found associated with each gene and also have been described in the 'Annotation' page of the database that keeps a record of all changes to genes. Sequence changes result in addition and removal of Blattner numbers as genes are split and fused, changes in lengths of coding sequences as gene starts and stops are changed, and amino acid changes that have occurred as a result of base substitutions within protein-encoding genes.

*Echo*BASE also has a series of help pages to guide the user around the database and can provide data sets for other users that relate our unique identifier (the EB number) to those of the other resources we link out to from the gene page (Figure [1](#gki028f1){ref-type="fig"}). Currently, we encourage researchers to send us details of their discoveries that we curate, but eventually we would like to move to a more community-based annotation.
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![Screenshot of the *Echo*BASE gene page for *cueO*. The gene and protein sequence are linked from the gene name (top box). There are a number of different experiments associated with this gene and information for a proteomics experiment by Link *et al*. is displayed (top right box). This is the experiment overview page, with details of the experiment and our basic comment, and below this are the options for displaying different subsets of the data from this paper and to rank this by particular properties. Specific information in this paper that relates to CueO can be viewed in detail by following another link which includes our full annotation of the papers and all relevant information for the selected gene (right box).](gki028f1){#gki028f1}

![Screenshot of the *Echo*ORPHAN page from the database. The initial page displays the 'Enzyme rating', its current status and the EC code linking to BRENDA ([@gki028c14]). This ranked list is superimposed with the detail page for the orphan enzyme aminobutyraldehyde dehydrogenase which was our highest scoring orphan enzyme and has recently been mapped to the *ydcW* gene product.](gki028f2){#gki028f2}
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